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a b s t r a c t
In this contribution we present experimental evidences of the ultrafast (sub-ps to ps) collective hydrogen bond
dynamics of water in the extended hydration layers of alkali metal chlorides by using THz time domain spectros-
copy (TTDS) in the terahertz frequency region (0.3–2.1 THz; 10–70 cm−1). The behaviour of the frequency de-
pendent absorption coefficient (α), refractive index (n) and the dielectric relaxation response time (τ),
obtained by fitting both real and imaginary parts of the permittivity (ε) using a triple Debye relaxation model
are studied. The timescales obtained for bulk water are of the order of ~9 ps, 200 fs and 80 fs. The relaxation
time constant in the presence of the salt shows an accelerated reorientation dynamics of the water dipoles,
which, in turn renders an indirect support for the ‘water structure breaking’ ability ofmonovalent ions, the effect
being ion specific. We have also studied the effect of these ions on the secondary structure as well as hydration
dynamics around a model protein bovine serum albumin (BSA). It is found that the structure and hydration of
the protein as well as the salt hydration suffer negligible perturbation in the presence of the alkali metal
chlorides.
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1. Introduction

It is a well-established fact that ions dissolved in water produce con-
siderable perturbation of the hydrogen-bond structure of the liquid,
however, the extent of perturbation being highly ion specific [1–3].
While some of the ions tend to strengthen the network structure of
water, there are some ions which induce its rupture [4]. Understanding
of these ion–water interactions is very important in biology and chem-
istry as several biophysical and biochemical processes depend on such
interactions [5–8]. There have been extensive studies highlighting the
hydration of salts; however, it is of utmost importance to understand
how these ions affect the structure and dynamics of its surrounding
water molecules. Structural information of ion hydration has so far
been obtained from neutron and X-ray diffraction [9], X-ray absorption
spectroscopy [10] and IR and Raman spectroscopy [11] while the corre-
sponding dynamics has been revealed by using various techniques such
as fs IR pump-probe spectroscopy [12–14], broadband dielectric spec-
troscopy [15,16], 2D IR vibrational echo experiment [17,18], optical
Kerr rotation spectroscopy [19] as well as various computer simulation
studies [20–22]. While many of these studies indicate that the effect of
ions is negligible beyond the first hydration shell, there are certain re-
ports which indicate that the effect is extended up to the second and/
or third hydration layers [23–25]. The structure-making (kosmotrope)
and structure-breaking (chaotrope) influence of ions on water has
been manifested as a delicate balance between the water–water and
ion–water interactions, which may vary considerably with the size
and charge density on the solute surface.

It is important to underline the effect of ions on the H-bond breaking
and making dynamics in water molecules within the H-bonded net-
work which occurs in ps to sub-ps timescale and leave their imprints
in the elusive THz (=1012 Hz) frequency range [26,27]. There have
been a few experimental investigations made in this frequencywindow
to elucidate the collective H-bond dynamics in the presence of ions pri-
marily by the groups of Bakker et al. [14,28,29] and Havenith et al. [30,
31] It has been concluded that solvation dynamics in the presence of
ions is cooperative in nature and depends strongly upon the hydration
of the counter ions also [14]. A precise estimation of absorption coeffi-
cient in the frequency of ~2.5 THz coupled with MD simulation study
by Havenith et al. [30,31] has established a strong correlation between
the observed solvation dynamics with the ‘rattling’ motion of the
metal ions, which in turn is ion specific. A recent study by Kondoh
et al. [32] has concluded the structure breaking ability of monovalent
metal ions. Recently ab initio MD simulation study by Marx et al. has
successfully probed the spectral responses of the solvation shell around
the ions in infrared and THz frequency range [33]. They have shown that
the solute–solvent dipolar couplings and the dipole–dipole correlations
are the main important factors in these frequency regions. Our group
has initiated a systematic study to understand the collective dynamics
of water around some biologically important solutes like urea [34] and
guanidinium hydrochloride (GdmCl) [35] using dielectric relaxation
(DR) technique [36–38] in the THz frequency range. It was concluded
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that these two solutes act as ‘water structure breakers’, which might in
turn influence the much debated protein denaturation mechanism of
these two solutes. DR study of water is a highly potential tool to label
free underline the various dynamic modes associated with time scales
extending from tens of fs to several ns [39]. The key feature of DR is
the frequency dependency of various optical parameters (viz. refraction
and absorption coefficient) owing to the failure of water dipoles to re-
orient themselves with the applied oscillating electrical field leading
to depolarization. Most of the earlier DR studies have essentially been
restricted to frequencies in the GHz range because of the technical diffi-
culties to probe the THz frequency range. Introduction of table top THz
sources has made the collective network dynamics of water to be
accessed in recent past only [38,40].

In this report, we measure the THz response (0.3–2.1 THz) of aque-
ous solutions of alkali metal chloridesMCl (whereM= Li, Na, K and Cs)
to understand the systematic effect of changing the ionic radius and
consequently the charge density of the cations on the collective solva-
tion dynamics of water. We carefully choose Cl− as the anion as its
size falls in themiddle in themonovalent anions, which allows us to in-
vestigate the effect predominantly by the systematic variation of the
metal ion charge density only. It is also equivalently important to note
that since THz probes the change in the water dipole vector, DR study
is most effective to hydration effect around the positively charged ions
making the contribution of the anions less specific [12]. For a prelimi-
nary understanding of the water structure around metal ions, we
study the MIR spectra of the salt solutions. The O–D vibrational stretch
of HODmolecules (4% D2O in pure water) in themid-infrared (MID) re-
gion (2400–2800 cm−1) is an ideal tool to study solute hydration [41].
We extend our study to investigate the effect of these metal cations
on a model transport protein bovine serum albumin (BSA). The effect
of ions on proteins has traditionally been explained on the basis of spe-
cific (Hofmeister) or non-specific (Coulombic) effects [42–44].
Hofmeister ions could either behave as “chaotropes” or “kosmotropes”
and earlier studies have mostly been concentrated on the competition
between the salt ions and water for interactions with the protein sur-
faces. It has been concluded that monovalent cations having radius
smaller than 1.06 Å are repelled by hydrophobic surface while larger
monovalent cations stick to the surface [45]. Such conclusion has
strongly been challenged on account of the unusual hydrophobicity ex-
hibited by some of these ions [46,47]. Our study is aimed to explore
whether the perturbation of the collective water dynamics by metal
ions leaves any imprint on the protein hydration.

2. Materials and methods

All the salts and the protein bovine serum albumin (BSA) are of the
highest available purity andwere purchased from SigmaAldrich. All the
chemicals were used without further purification. The salt solutions
were prepared using Milli-Q water. The protein aqueous solutions
were prepared in sodium phosphate buffer (10 mM) at pH 7.0. Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy measurements were carried
out in a JASCOFTIR-6300 spectrometer usingCaF2windowswith a spac-
er thickness of 25 μm in the mid-infrared region (2200–2800 cm−1).
HOD samples were prepared by vigorous mixing of 4% D2O in pure
water. Each measurement consists of 100 scans acquired at 0.5 cm−1

resolution. All the data represented here are difference absorbance
spectrums with pure water/salt aqueous solutions which are used as
the reference.

THz time domain spectroscopy (TTDS)measurements of the salt so-
lutionswere carried out in a commercial THz spectrophotometer (TERA
K8, Menlo System) [35,48]. A 780 nm Er doped fiber laser having pulse
width of b100 fs and a repetition rate of 100MHz is alienated into pump
& probe beams (of equal intensity; 10 mW) by a polarizing beam split-
ter. The pump beam passes through a λ/4 plate and reflects from amir-
ror mounted on a motorized delay stage and excites the THz emitter
antenna producing a THz radiation having a bandwidth up to 3.0 THz
(N60 dB). This THz radiation is focused on sample and the transmitted
THz radiation is focused on a THz detector antenna which is gated by
the probe laser beam. The THz antennas are gold dipoles with a dipole
gap of 5 μm deposited on LT-GaAs substrate. To avoid water vapour ab-
sorption, all the measurements were carried out in dry nitrogen atmo-
sphere with a controlled humidity of b10% at 293 K. The
measurements were carried out in a liquid cell (Bruker, model A 145)
using z-cut quartz windows and Teflon spacer of 100 μm thickness.
Samples were reloaded for four times in the sample cell and nine full
scans were averaged together to minimize the error in the results. By
varying the time delay between the probe and the pump beam the am-
plitude and phase of the THz electric field are measured as a function of
time.

The frequency dependent power and phase of the transmitted pulse
are obtained using Fourier analysis of the measured electric field ampli-
tude ETHz(t). TTDS involving coherent detection mechanism can mea-
sure both the amplitude and the phase of the pulse in a single
measurement and thus can provide with information on frequency de-
pendent optical parameters of the system [49]. Subsequently, the fre-
quency dependent absorption coefficient α(ν) (power attenuation),
index of refraction n(ν) (delay of the THz pulse) as well as real (ε′)
and imaginary (ε″) dielectric constants of the samples can be calculated
as, ε' = n2(ν) - k2(ν) and ε″(ν)=2n(ν)k(ν)where the complex refrac-
tive index is given as, n�ðνÞ ¼ nðνÞ � ikðνÞ, k being the imaginary re-
fractive index correlated with the pulse attenuation. The errors have
been calculated following a least squares method analysis. The relaxa-
tion dynamics of water in various solutionswere deduced using the fre-
quency dependent complex dielectric constant ε�ðνÞ ¼ ε0ðνÞ � iε″ðνÞ
of the solutions. We employ the extensively used Debye model [36,38,
50,51] to describe the dynamics of water molecules in various salt solu-
tions. According to the Debyemodel, the complex frequency dependent
dielectric response can be described as:

~ε vð Þ ¼ ε∞ þ
Xm

j¼1

ε j−ε jþ1

1þ i2πτ j
ð1Þ

where τj is the relaxation response time for the j-th relaxation mode, ε1
is the static dielectric constant, εj are the dielectric constants for differ-
ent relaxation processes, ε∞ is the extrapolated dielectric constant at a
very high frequency, andm describes the number of relaxation process-
es. Themagnitude of induced polarization is given by thedispersion am-
plitude, Sj= εj - εj + 1. The Debyemodel withm=1 is the simplest case
associatedwith a single relaxationmode that describes the totalmotion.
In accordance with our previous studies [35,36] the frequency depen-
dent real (ε′) and imaginary (ε″) dielectric constants are fitted into tri-
ple Debye relaxationmodel (m=3) to extract the relaxation dynamics.

To fit our data in triple Debye model we have used the available lit-
erature values in the GHz range of the salts in aqueous solutions [16,24,
52–56]. The following equation describes the frequency-dependent
complex permittivity ε�ðνÞ:

~ε vð Þ ¼ ε∞ þ S1
1þ iωτ1

þ S2
1þ iωτ2

þ S3
1þ iωτ3

þ σ
iωε0

ð2Þ

where Si is known as the relaxation strength, σ is the dc conductivity of
the solution, ε0 is the permittivity in free space, τi is the corresponding
time scales of i-th mode, and ω = 2πν is the angular frequency.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. MIR study

We have investigated the vibrational stretch of HOD molecules in
the mid-infrared region (2400–2700 cm−1) as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
These absorbance data explicitly involve the signature of water and
the composition dependent MIR features correspond to the changes in



Fig. 1. The FTIR absorption spectra of the OD stretch of HOD molecules in water and for various salt solutions. The arrows represent increasing salt concentrations.
the structure of water only. The difference normalised absorption spec-
tra of the salt solutions at different concentrations are shown in Fig. 1.
The peak frequency gets slightly blue shifted for all the salt solutions
compared to that of pure water (2509 cm−1). We plot the frequency
corresponding to the absorption maximum (νpeak) and the full width
half maxima (FWHM) as a function of salt concentration in Fig. 2a and
b respectively. It is evident that νpeak suffers blue shift with a near-
linear dependency on the salt concentration. The effect is due to the
asymmetric redistribution of the H-bond strengths in the presence of
the salts [57–60]. The blue shifted narrower spectra indicateweakening
of thewater–water tetrahedral bulk like coordination in the presence of
the salts.
3.2. THz TDS study

A representative transmitted THz pulse (in the inset) and the corre-
sponding FFT signal through air, empty cell, water and 5 M LiCl are
depicted in Fig. S1 (supporting information). The frequency domain
THz spectra in air are found to be fairly smooth with a high signal to
noise ratio and nominalwater absorption lines up to ~2.5 THzwhich en-
ables us to extract the optical parameters with high precision up to
~2 THz. The extracted frequency dependent optical parameters, viz. re-
fractive index, n(ν) and absorption coefficient, α(ν) for various salt so-
lutions in the THz frequency region are shown in Fig. 3a–d. A ‘THz
Fig. 2. (a) Shift of the maximum absorption frequency and (b) full width at half maxima o
excess’ [61] has been observed in which αsalt solution(ν) shows a higher
value thanαwater(ν), the effect beingmore prominent for larger cations.

To obtain a more quantitative understanding, we plot the change in
absorption coefficient (Δα=αsolution−αwater) measured at 1 THz (Fig.
4). Δα does not effectively change for the smallest cation Li+, however,
for the rest of the ions it increases almost linearly with salt concentra-
tion. Such linearity in Δα profile has previously been reported at
2.4 THz using the same series of ions [30]. The slope of the curves in-
creaseswith the ionic radii of the cations.We assume that themeasured
αsolution has cumulative contribution frompurewater, cation, anion, and
their respective hydration shells. Thus, a simple three componentmodel
can be formulated as,

Δα ¼ αsolution−αwater
¼ ϕcαc þ ϕchαch þ ϕaαa þ ϕahαah þ ϕwaterαwaterð Þ−αwater ð3Þ

where ϕ stands for mole fraction, ‘c’ and ‘a’ stand for cation and anion
while ‘ch’ and ‘ah’ stand for the corresponding hydration terms, respec-
tively. We approximate that the contribution of the volume fraction of
the ions (ϕa or ϕc) towards the total volume (Vt) is negligible. Absorp-
tion coefficients of the ions (αc and αa) are small compared to that of
water, however, a-priori could not be neglected for a better quantifica-
tion of the overallΔα. However, it is also important to note that their re-
spective pre-factors (Vc

Vt
¼ ϕc and

Va
Vt

¼ ϕa) are negligibly small due to the
very small volume of the ions. So one can neglect the 1st and the 3rd
f the absorption spectra of the OD stretch of HODmolecules in different salt solutions.



Fig. 3. Frequency dependent absorption coefficient,α(ν) and refractive index, n(ν) (in the insets) of aqueous solution of different salts (a) LiCl, (b) NaCl, (c) KCl, and (d) CsCl at different
concentrations.
term in Eq. 3 without imposing serious error in the estimation of Δα.
Eq. (3) thus simplifies to,

Δα ¼ Vch

Vt
αch−αwaterð Þ þ Vah

Vt
αah−αwaterð Þ: ð4Þ

Since the anion is fixed the second term in Eq. (4) contributes the
same share for each salt. Thus Δα is expected to vary linearly with the
salt concentration, the magnitude of the slope being dependent on the
terms Vch and αch. The observed linear increase of Δα clearly identifies
the increase in the number of ion associated hydrated water molecules
and that the hydration layers of individual ions do not overlap within
the studied concentration range. The ionic radii increase in the order
Na+ (0.095 nm) b K+ (0.133 nm) b Cs+ (0.169 nm) [1] and their
Fig. 4. The change in the absorption coefficient, Δαmeasured at 1 THz as a function of salt
concentration.
hydration number also follows a similar sequence [62]. Assuming that
the ions hydrate individually, the observed difference in the slope for
Na+ and K+ (or Cs+) can be due either to the increase in Vch or αch.
However, the similarity in the slopes of Cs+ and K+ in spite of their var-
ied hydration number signifies a trade-off between these two factors. It
is also worth mentioning here that the collective dynamics of water as
probed in the THz frequency domain extends several layers beyond
the first solvation shell, and a mere consideration of the first solvation
shell hydration while formulating Eqs. (3)–(4) is insufficient to account
for the observed changes in the THz domain.

It is important to note that the dynamic hydration shell around ions
which involves rearrangement in the associated H-bonded network of-
fers an absorption coefficient different from that of pure water [63]. As
the salt concentration is increased larger numbers of water molecules
start interacting with the ions eventually increasing α(ν). Li+ has the
smallest radius among the alkali metals and hence the effective charge
density is also the highest, therefore the largest effect is expected to
be observed in Li+. However, the dipole–dipole interaction among the
water molecules associated with the ions limits the hydration shell
thickness [64] eventually producing a moderate effect only.

The dielectric responses of the salts are shown in Figs. 5 and S2
(supporting information). Both real and imaginary permittivities in-
creasewith increasing salt concentration.We fit both the real and imag-
inary parts of the dielectric constant with a triple Debye model
following Eq. (1). Some representative fitted curves are shown in Fig.
5a–b and the fitting parameters are presented in Tables S1–S4
(supporting information). It is important to consider here that there
might remain an appreciable fraction of water molecules in the first sol-
vation layer those strongly bind to the ions which rotate rather slowly
(in the timescale of tens to hundreds of ps [16]) and are not detectable
in the THz domain. For pure water, we obtain the relaxation timescales
of 8.9 ps (τ1), 207 fs (τ2), and 71 fs (τ3) [34,35]. The ~9 ps and ~200 fs
timescales are due to the well-known cooperative rearrangement of
the H-bonded network and the small angular rotational modes of



Fig. 5. (a,b) Multi-exponential Debye fitting (see Eq. 2) of aqueous LiCl solutions at different salt concentrations. (c) Time constants τ1 as a function of salt concentration. (d) Relaxation
strength (S1) as a function of salt concentration.
individual polar water molecules, respectively [38,40]. The ~70 fs time-
scale has its origin rooted to the 60 cm−1 (1.8 THz) vibrational band
owing to the H-bond bending and the related transverse acoustic pho-
nons, which propagate in a direction normal to the hydrogen bonds be-
tween two neighbouring water molecules [65,66]. τ1 gradually
decreases with salt concentration (Fig. 5c) indicating an accelerated dy-
namics of the cooperative H-bond rearrangement in the presence of the
ions and consequently invokes the notion of “structure breaking” ability
of these ions corroborating the FTIR results. It is interesting to note that
at a fixed concentration the maximum acceleration in τ1 occurs in Na+

and K+, which also supports the FTIR data. For Li+ and Cs+ the changes
are relatively smaller and comparable. The time scale τ2 suffers only
negligible change with salt concentration (Fig. S3, supporting informa-
tion) which indicates a marginal change in the rotational modes of the
individual water dipoles within the network corroborating earlier re-
ports involving IR pump-probe studies [67].

We plot the first relaxation strength (S1 = εs − ε1) as a function of
salt concentration in Fig. 5d. The salt solutions produce smaller S1 values
compared to that of pure water, implying a ‘depolarization’ phenome-
non [68]. The observed depolarization is partly kinetic in nature, in
which the water molecules are forced to reorient in the local electric
field direction caused by the movement and charge of the ions [69,70],
while on the other hand the local electric field of the ions binds water
molecules resulting in a static depolarization [71]. The relative contribu-
tion of these two terms towards the total depolarization is debatable
and the dynamical contribution has been considered to be significantly
smaller compared to that of the static term [56]. The depolarization
strength is found to follow the order: Li+ ~ Cs+ b Na+ b K+ which in
turn reciprocates the acceleration in the τ1 values (Fig. 5c). It is interest-
ing to note that Li+ and Cs+ produce comparable S1 but distinct α(ν)
profiles. Depolarization is essentially an optimization of two opposing
effects: formation of ion bound water and rupture of the network
water structure. The high charge density of Li+makes the first solvation
shell water molecules highly oriented, however, does not protrude into
the subsequent layers of hydration. The optimization is found to be the
most efficient in the middle of the alkali metal group producing the
most prominent rupture of the network dynamics in K+.

We now investigate the effect of these salts on the secondary struc-
ture of a model protein, BSA using CD spectroscopy (Fig. 6a). Here we
include HCl as it is a well-known denaturant agent to BSA [72,73].
Two representative CD spectra of BSA in the presence of 1 M LiCl and
HCl are depicted in Fig. 6a (insets). The secondary structure of the pro-
tein does not suffer noticeable perturbation in the presence of LiCl; sim-
ilar results are also observed in the other metal cations. However, in the
case of HCl a noticeable decrease in the CD signal is observed indicating
a significant rupture of the secondary structure of the protein. For a
more quantitative insight we plot the relative abundance of the α-
helix structure in the protein as a function of salt concentration (Fig.
6a). The relative abundance α-helical structure in BSA is relatively
high (~70%) and does not change appreciably in the presence of the
metal cations. However, it decreases drastically with a concomitant in-
crease in the randomcoil structure in the presence of H+which signifies
the unfolding of the protein.

To determine the changes in the hydration structure of both the pro-
tein and the cations, we measure the THz response of BSA in the pres-
ence of these salts. The α(ν) profile of the protein solution lies lower
than that of bulk water (Fig. 6b, inset), which is intuitive considering
the replacement of highly THz absorbingwater molecules with the pro-
tein molecules. However, the extent of the observed decrease in the
α(ν) profile can only be explained by taking into consideration the sol-
vation sheathe associated with the protein surface [similar to that for
the salts in Eq. 4] with the added complexity that the volume of the pro-
tein is no longer negligible compared to Vt. We plot the change in pro-
tein hydration [Δαph = αp − αh where αp is the absorption
coefficient of the protein in 1 M salt solution while αh is that of the
salt solution only] measured at 1 THz at a fixed cation concentration
of 1 M (circles, Fig. 6b). All the Δαph values are found to be negative
and do not suffer noticeable change in the presence of themetal cations.
The observed cation independency ofΔαph values strongly correlate the
unaltered CD spectra (Fig. 6a); the cations thus not only remain



Fig. 6. (a) Content ofα-helix of BSA in the presence of various ions of different concentrations. Representative CD signals of BSA in water (broken lines) and presence of 1 M LiCl and HCl
(solid lines) are shown in the insets. (b) The inset showsα(ν) profile ofwater (broken line) and 0.8mMBSA solution (solid line). Themain figure depicts the changes in protein hydration
(circles) and ion hydration in the absence (open triangle) and presence (solid triangle) of protein.
indifferent to the protein structure they also do not perturb the hydra-
tion structure of the protein. For H+, however,Δαph is noticeably small-
er than that of pure water. The observed change in Δαph can be
explained on the basis of the proton induced rupture of the protein
structure (Fig. 6a, inset). Unfolding of the protein's secondary structure
from α-helix to random coil exposes the buried hydrophobic moiety of
the protein into bulk water which in turn considerably modifies the
long range collective hydration dynamics as the mode of interaction of
the exposed hydrophobic amino acids is different from the hydrophilic
amino acids present at the folded protein surface.

We now consider the changes in the salt hydration,Δαsh=αs −αh

whereαs andαh are the absorption coefficients in the presence and ab-
sence of 1 M salt measured at 1 THz. We plot Δαsh both in the absence
(open triangles) and presence (filled triangles) of 0.8 mM BSA (Fig.
6b). As evidenced from the figure all the Δαsh values are positive corre-
lating the ‘THz excess’ of these salt solutions (see Figs. 3, 4). Δαsh does
not change appreciably in the presence of the protein corroborating
the fact that ion and protein hydration stay independent of one another.
The small decrease observed in the Δαsh in the presence of the protein
could be accounted for considering the volume changes associated
with the protein itself. It is, however, intriguing that an identical and
negligible change is also observed in H+, which signifies that although
H+ induces a considerable rupture of the protein hydration, the associ-
ated ion hydration remains nearly unaffected. This apparent ambiguity
can be understood in the light of protein denaturation mechanism by
the solutes, which ironically is still a much debated issue [74]. The
most extensively used protein denaturants like guanidinium chloride
and urea are classically explained to denature proteins either by directly
binding to the proteins or by modifying the properties of aqueous solu-
tions. We have recently shown that GdmCl does alter the collective
water dynamics around protein surface which in turn plays pivotal
role in the protein denaturation mechanism [35]. The key mechanism
of proton mediated protein unfolding initiates with the ionization of
the surface exposed amino acid residues of proteins which in turn in-
duces electrostatic interactions resulting in the unfolding of the protein.
However, a molecular level understating behind the process involved is
still lacking. Our results unambiguously reveal that similar to the other-
wise indifferent monovalent metal cations, the collective hydration dy-
namics of proton does not changemuch upon protein denaturation. The
findings of the present study could likely lead to a new avenue towards
understanding the molecular mechanism of the process involved. A de-
tailed and systemic investigation in this topic is of certain demand.

4. Conclusions

We have studied the effect of monovalent cations on the collective
hydration dynamics of water and it was found that these ions unambig-
uously accelerate the cooperative hydrogen bond dynamics affirming a
positive support towards themost debated notion of these ions to act as
water structure breakers. The extent of this effect has been found to be
mostly ion specific, K+ being themost effective ion and a simple consid-
eration of ionic charge density is insufficient to account for the observed
changes. It has also been concluded that the hydration structure of the
metal cations and the globular protein BSA acts independently of each
other. In the case of proton, however, the protein hydration gets signif-
icantly perturbed owing to its unfolding, surprisingly keeping the pro-
ton hydration unaltered. This observation is intriguing in order to
establish the molecular mechanism of proton induced denaturation of
proteins.
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